
Bagging 1-1600 Kg

One Shot KEY BASED CALIBARATION

EASY TO INSTALL AND USE

MULTIPLE DUMP Feature

Programmable AUTO CORRECTION

Marathon - 5603
Modular Controller

AUTO JOG Feature

Microprocessor Based Automatic
Bagging Machine Controller

JB - 10 / 7

-

E

5 - 10 M*

*

AUTO CORRECTION takes care of feed rate variations and ensures weight within tolerance by
trimming the fine cut point.

AUTO JOG

DRY- RUN F

LEARN

, initiates Dribble cycle again if  the weight filled is below target  weight, with pre-
programmed feed rate and time  to top up the filling operation and ensure that no bag is under weight.

eature(in test Mode)helps Installation and Commissioning engineers, to checkout
operation of all output devices and tests the status of inputs without the need for material in the
hopper. Single Step & Single Cycle tells

Mode of  Marathon-5603 computes optimum coarse and Fine cut values in the initial few weighing
cycles, resulting in “Best Accuracy-Bagging speed” performance.
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